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SMS — You need to:
1. Respect Privacy:
According to Forrester Research 65% of consumers are annoyed by indiscriminate 
mobile marketing, so use SMS wisely. Most marketing professionals agree that SMS 
marketing campaigns should be permissions-based only, otherwise, you risk 
alienating your customers. 

Check out the laws to do with SPAM.

3. Provide Real Value in your Messaging:
Customers respond negatively to mobile communications that is irrelevant to them. 
Your customer, even if they have "opted in" will expect information useful to them - 
such as information on new products, invitation to launch events or (better yet, since 
everyone loves a bargain) offer discount vouchers or prize draws.

2. Identify Yourself Quickly:
You should state clearly who the message is from as soon as possible and how the 
customer can contact you if they wish. In typical SMS you only have 160 characters 
to play with so you have no choice but to get to the point quickly.

4. Time your Campaign Appropriatly:
Too early and the message will be forgotten, too late and other arrangements may 
have already been made. So for example, If you are a retail outlet, aim to get your 
message to customers at a time when they will most likely be going shopping.

5. Monitor the Response and Learn:
If you deploy SMS marketing too frequently (even if the messages are different) you 
run the risk of aggravating your target audience. To infrequently and customers begin 
to forget who you are. Send messages to different groups of customers weekly.



Cool campaign, or social nuisance?
Australiaʼs Big Brother 2008
Australia’s Big Brother 2008 promoted the launch with an innovative 
bluetooth poster campaign, inspired by the “Big Brother is watching” 
slogan used on the show.

Bluetooth boxes installed within posters at bus stops automatically send 
two anonymous messages to any bluetooth enabled phones nearby.

Cleverly, the first message is specifically written for the location, e.g. “Im 
watching u. Ur at the just beside Starbucks, by the bus stop”. 

Then a second message was sent 30-40 seconds later with the reveal, 
“Big Brother is back. 7 PM weeknights on TEN”.

Marketforce Agency 



The packaging has a mobile marketing campaign plastered all over it. 

1. Text a code to a shortcode. 

Standard shortcode response mechanism - I have to enter a code that is on 
the bottom of the ice cream lid. So what, I hear you cry. Well, it is a 10 digit 
alpha-numeric code that means I have to turn off my T9 predictive text.

2. Back comes the response SMS text message. 

It says, and I quote “Not a winning code. Please try again.” It’s another text 
and lose! Where is the nice branded message reflecting the Cornetto values? 
I had a lovely feeling as I devoured my Ice cream. Now I have a bitter taste in 
my mouth (well, only temporarily until the next mouthful). I didn’t get 
thanked for my purchase or for participating in the competition. Nor did I 
get any reward for my effort. And there was no link to a mobile internet site 
where I could perhaps get a second chance at a prize and get immersed a 
bit further in the world of Cornetto. And, as we speak, no follow up CRM 
text …

So, not the best brand experience. For many people, that might be their first 
direct engagement with Cornetto, apart from the actual purchase. It lacks 
imagination or any sort of insight into how a best of breed mobile 
marketing campaign should be run.


